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OUTLINE SOLUTIONS

THE ALL-NEW V10 AND V15 KITS

AT LAST - A COMPACT
AND COST-EFFECTIVE PA
THAT REALLY DELIVERS
YOUR BUDGET NEED NEVER
COMPROMISE YOUR SOUND
SYSTEM AGAIN
Outline’s loudspeaker technologies grace professional stages all over
the world, delivering crystal-clear, high-powered audio in every genre
of music and performance.
Now, Outline are proud to introduce a radical re-imagining of superportable loudspeaker systems designed specifically for bands,
musicians, corporate events, DJs and dance acts, in fact anyone who
has to carry, set up and operate their own audio gear.
Unlike most manufacturers who achieve a competitive price point
by removing features and compromising build quality, Outline’s V10
and V15 rigs have been designed from the ground up to deliver truly
professional audio. The result is a compact, easy to use solution that
lets you focus on your performance.
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NO CHEAP PLASTIC HERE
Like all our products, the V10 and V15 loudspeaker enclosures are 100% made at our
factory in Brescia, Northern Italy. They are also made using the same materials as our
top-line products using only the best quality Baltic ply, which contributes not only to their
sound but also to their extreme ruggedness.
Likewise the individual components are of the same quality as those found in our
concert touring product lines. The V10 and V15 products are also assembled and tested
by Outline’s experienced Italian manufacturing team, using the same equipment and
technologies that deliver the road-toughness for which all our products are famous.
Both systems use products from our acclaimed Vegas range, road-proven designs that
lend themselves perfectly to this application. However, we have also created a pair of
brand new subwoofers specifically for the two systems, the SUB118 SP23 for the V10 and
the SUB118 SP12 for the V15.
These two units are the secret powerhouses of the V-series. Not only do they provide
awesome low-frequency energy but they also contain the amplifier modules required
to drive the Vegas mid/high speakers, completing a very simple, usable and convenient
‘plug and play’ solution.
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POWER - AND PLENTY OF IT…
If you want to be heard then you need power - more accurately you need a sound system
that converts AC power (from the wall) into sound energy (from the loudspeakers). To
achieve this you need powerful, efficient amplifiers and that’s exactly what you get with
the V10 and V15 systems.
Both systems deliver an incredible amount of power for such compact rigs. The dedicated
SB118 SP23 subwoofer / power module at the heart of the V10 system produces a peak
output power of 4,500 watts (4.5kW). The V10 is designed as a stereo mid/high plus mono
sub arrangement and so the dedicated subwoofer features two inputs and three outputs.
The SB118 SP12 subwoofer for the mighty V15 system features two power modules, each
of which drives one subwoofer and one Vegas 15 respectively - this allows the V15 to
run as two discrete mono systems (which can of course be fed from the L/R outputs of
a mixing console to provide a stereo image). The total peak power available from this
remarkable system is no less than 12,000 watts - 12 kilowatts!

…BUT POWER NEEDS CONTROL!
And you have it! Both V10 and V15s feature advanced onboard DSP (Digital Signal
Processing) providing EQ, dynamics and delay functions, all of which can also be
controlled remotely via a USB connection. Both subwoofers also give you access to four
factory EQ presets via rear-panel buttons for various applications.
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JUST ADD TALENT
Because every part of the V10 and V15 are designed in-house at Outline,
we’ve managed to produce two extraordinarily powerful systems with
all the headroom you’ll ever need, along with loudspeakers that can
easily handle the massive power - this all adds up to great-sounding
rigs that work as hard as you do.
With Outline’s V10 and V15 systems you are ready to hit the road, as
both are supplied with a full kit of accessories giving you everything
you need - loudspeaker and power cables, wheel boards and (with the
V15) speaker poles to mount the mid/high cabinets on the subwoofers.

YOUR PURCHASE IS JUST
THE START
Because every part of our V10 and V15 systems is proudly manufactured
in Italy (that includes the transducers, amplifiers, enclosures, grilles,
even the screws and paint) we can deliver reliable after-sales support
when you need it.
Even better, that control over our own manufacturing processes and
quality allows us to offer a full 36-month (three year) factory warranty
on all our products.
Top-quality European audio engineering, fantastic-sounding, portable
systems and all backed up by a proper manufacturer warranty - that’s
a great deal!

SO, HOW MUCH?
All this for the price you’d normally pay for inferior products, usually
made in the Far East and using cost-engineered components!
Contact your local distributor...
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V10 AND V15 SYSTEMS
KEY FEATURES @ A
GLANCE
Class-leading peak power handling of 4.5 kW (V10 kit) and 12kW (V15 kit) more than enough to deal with most portable applications
135dB+ maximum SPL plus hi-fi quality sound
100% designed and manufactured in Italy
Enclosures crafted out of top quality WOOD (not plastic!), the same material
we use for our flagship systems
Outline’s polyurea coating technology provides super-tough protection for the
loudspeakers for a much longer road life
Outline ‘sonic fingerprint’ carried over from our flagship systems so easy to
combine V10 / 15 with larger Outline systems for bigger events
True ‘Plug And Play’ solutions for a wide variety of applications - so quick and
easy to transport and set up, no time wasted!
Absolutely unrivalled price:performance ratio - premium quality products
delivered at MI pricing
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V10

KIT CONTENTS

V10

2 x Vegas10 two-way point-source loudspeakers
1 x Sub118-SP23 amplified subwoofer
2 x NL2FX / NL2FX cables with standard speakon connector (10 m)
1 x Powercon True1 (IP65) / Powercord power cable (EU standard plug)
1 x Wheelboard-01 for the subwoofer
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V15

KIT CONTENTS

2 x Vegas15 two-way point-source loudspeakers
2 x Sub118-SP12 amplified subwoofers
2 x NL2FX / NL2FX cables with standard speakon connector (2 m)

V15

2 x Powercon True1 (IP65) / Powercord power cables (EU standard plug)
2 x Wheelboard-01 for the subwoofers
2 x loudspeaker loudspeaker poles

Less Plug, More Play
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V10

TECHNICAL SPECS

VEGAS 10
FREQUENCY RESPONSE (-10 dB)
NOMINAL DISPERSION
MAX SPL OUTPUT

75 Hz - 20 kHz
90° x 70° (H x V)
129 dB SPL

HEIGHT

590 mm - 23 1/4”

WIDTH

350 mm - 13 3/4”

DEPTH

334 mm - 13 1/8”

WEIGHT

15.5 kg - 34.2 lb

Description: a two-way point-source loudspeaker (bass-reflex loaded
10’’ woofer, horn-loaded 1.75’’ compression driver) with a passive
crossover and 2 x NL4 speakon connectors.

SUB 118 - SP23
FREQUENCY RESPONSE (-10 dB)
NOMINAL DISPERSION
MAX SPL OUTPUT

35 Hz – 125 Hz
Quasi-omnidirectional
140.5 dB SPL

HEIGHT

570 mm - 22 1/2”

WIDTH

570 mm - 22 1/2”

DEPTH

750 mm - 29 1/2”

WEIGHT

47 kg - 103.6 lb

Description: a subwoofer with a single 18’’ neodymium bassreflex
loaded woofer. Equipped with a built-in amplifier with DSP settings to
drive the Vegas 10 loudspeakers.
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V15

TECHNICAL SPECS

VEGAS 15
65 Hz – 20 kHz

FREQUENCY RESPONSE (-10 dB)

80° x 70° (H x V)

NOMINAL DISPERSION

132 dB SPL

MAX SPL OUTPUT
HEIGHT

750 mm - 29 1/2”

WIDTH

450 mm - 17 3/4”

DEPTH

390 mm - 15 3/8”
25.8 kg - 56.9 lb

WEIGHT

Description: a two-way point-source loudspeaker (bass-reflex loaded
15’’ woofer, horn-loaded 1.75’’ compression driver) with a passive
crossover and 2 x NL4 speakon connectors.

SUB 118 - SP12
FREQUENCY RESPONSE (-10 dB)
NOMINAL DISPERSION
MAX SPL OUTPUT

35 Hz – 125 Hz
Quasi-omnidirectional
140.5 dB SPL

HEIGHT

570 mm - 22 1/2”

WIDTH

570 mm - 22 1/2”

DEPTH

750 mm - 29 1/2”

WEIGHT

47 kg - 103.6 lb

Description: a subwoofer with a single 18’’ neodymium bassreflex
loaded woofer. Equipped with a built-in amplifier with DSP settings to
drive the Vegas 15 loudspeakers.
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OUTLINE SOLUTIONS

KIT CONTENTS

Vegas10

NL2FX/NL2FX
loudspeaker cable

Wheelboard-01
NL2FX/NL2FX
loudspeaker cable

Sub118-SP23

Vegas10
NL2FX/NL2FX
loudspeaker cable

Sub118-SP23

V10

Vegas10

Vegas10

NL2FX/NL2FX
loudspeaker cable

Wheelboard-01

Powercon True1 (IP65)
Powercord (EU)
Powercon True1 (IP65)
Powercord (EU)

Vegas15

Vegas15

Vegas15

Vegas15

speaker
poles

NL2FX/NL2FX
loudspeaker cable

NL2FX/NL2FX
loudspeaker cable
speaker
poles

Wheelboard-01

Wheelboard-01
Sub118-SP12

Sub118-SP12

Sub118-SP12

Wheelboard-01

NL2FX/NL2FX
loudspeaker cable

V15

speaker
Wheelboard-01
poles

NL2FX/NL2FX
loudspeaker cable

speaker
poles

Sub118-SP12

Powercon True1 (IP65
Powercord (EU)

Powercon True1 (IP65)
Powercord (EU)

Powercon True1 (IP65)
Powercord (EU)

Powercon True1 (IP65)
Powercord (EU)
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OUTLINE S.R.L.
Via Leonardo da Vinci, 56
25020 Flero (Brescia) Italy

Tel. +39 030.3581341
Fax +39 030.3580431
info@outline.it
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